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Title word cross-reference

20 [Gup89]. 80 [Gup89]. (R) [SS85]. $R(r) = a r - b$ [Sen89b].

-Rule [Gup89].

/ [Gup89].

1870AD [She80]. 18th [She82]. 1970s [SG86]. 1984 [Ano85b, Mor85a]. 1985 [Ano87a]. 1986 [Ano87b]. 1987 [Ano88b, Ano89b, Gra89a, Van88]. 1988 [Ano89a, Van89a]. 19th [She82].

80/20 [Egg86].

A. [BIM+87]. A.D. [Sim80]. academic
[CGH+88, Kea91, Le 80, LM85, Yan82, vHvVLD83]. accept [BGS89a].
acceptance [Gor80]. accounts [Hur81]. achievements [Her88, Kea91].
acidification [LBCW88]. Acquired [SFL89]. acrobats [Nal87]. across
[Hop84]. activities [FD86, Hai83, Hai86a, Hai86b, Pav85, Pav88]. activity
[BJ81, BD87, Fra80, MGFA87, PABK88, Sim80, Vin88c, Yut86]. adaptation
[Kre87]. adaptive [De 87]. additivity [Hai86a, Hai86b]. Address [Mor85a].
adquate [AM89]. adjusting [Lin82, LM82b, LM82a]. advantage [Law87].
Advisory [Ano82a]. Africa [Dav83, Pou89]. against [Hai88, Kun88a]. age
[Hai89, Ove88, VD87a, VD87b]. ages [HG85]. aging [Ave85, Chr85, Gie81, MT89, Mot89]. Agricultural
[Bal85a, Bal85b, Bal85c, Mor87a, Pou89]. AIDS [SFL89, Coh84].
alcohol [SK86]. alive [Fra84a]. Allocation [JKW87]. along [KPV86].
Alphonse [Sza85]. America [KPV86]. American [FP88, FKM81, Oro81, Oro85, Ric84]. among
[Alo85, Coz85, FP88, Har86, Moe89, Ric84]. analysed [VP89]. Analysis
[NG86, SK89, Yan82, Ada81, Ave80, BCC89, BJ81, CC82, CG80, Cou89, Cim86, Dav83, De 87, DT85, FHNR81, Gar85, GR88, GG88, HS89, Hai82a, Hai86a, Hai86b, Jhe82, Lan85, LBCW88, LKO80, Lev86, Mal89, MC85, MT89, Mid83, MBFV85b, Mor86b, Okr87, Oro81, Raj83, SFB83, SHT84, Sha89, Sha87, SHC89, SMKG86, Sim80, Sim86b, SG80, SN84, SKWK80, TDV87, Tro87, Yan81, Zuc87, de 81a, de 81b]. analytical [DHQ89].
analyzing [Nom82a]. Announcement [Ano84a]. answers [Mor87b].
Applicability [EC87]. Application
[Gup89, DS89, Eto88, Kre83b, Kry88, MBFV85a, Sen86a]. applications
[SG84]. Applied [Mor85b, Nor87, Alo85, Fra84a, Mor89a, Mor89b].
approach [CL87, Lib85, POV86, Sen89a, Tod89]. Approximating [RRJ83].
approximation [CC82]. Arab [Mor80]. archive [Coz85]. area [BCC89].
areas [JNR86]. Article [Sha87, Hai88, Mar81b, Sni84]. Article-by-article
[Sha87]. articles [BCC89, Dia85, MT89, Nom82b, Oro85, SB86b]. artifacts
[MM87]. Asian [DE89]. ask [Mor87b]. aspects [LvE81, PL86]. aspirations
[Chu85]. ASR [SDH82]. Assessing
[BGS89a, Lin88, NZDD89, Lea85, SGB87, Luu89]. assessment
[Ami85, Mor85b, Pou89, PABK88, SB86a, Sim84, SH83, Vin86]. assessments
[BGS89a]. Astronomy [Her86, AH85, Gie81, Her88]. astrophysics [AH85].
attempt [Vin88a]. attendance [Lyo80, SZB83]. attitudes [LC80]. Aurel
[Bal87]. Author [SB86b, McC83, RRJ83, Swa85, Vel87]. authored
[Dia85, SB86b]. authors [Her88, PP85]. Authorship
[Bal85b, SR89, Ste82, Gor80, He88, Lin82, LM82c, LM82a, POV86]. avian
[Kin88]. avoided [Gil89]. Avramescu [Bal87]. Award
[Ano85b, Ano87a, Ano87b, Ano88b, Ano89a, Ano89b, Fra87, Gra89a, Mor85a, Mor87c, Van88, Van89a, Ano85a].

B. [Kea91]. backs [Lin87b]. Bank [Mor86b]. Barnaby [BZ85]. based
[AM89, Bon85, Pin80, SG83, Sl83, TA86]. bases [St87]. basic
[Bow80, Gua86, Kid88, Nor87, Rie80, SR89, TK81]. basis [BdSP81]. BCS

Between [CA89, Gor80, Hai89, Hal87, KAA+88, Lan86, Le 80, Ley89a, Sen89b, She80, VJL89, VD87a, VD87b]. Beyond [Chu85]. Bias [Shr85].

Bibliographic [Sen89a, Sha89, SMKG86, Sma87, Ste87]. bibliographies [Ano81a, Ano81b, Ano81c, Ano81d, Ano81e]. Bibliography [Hje82, DH89, Sch83a, Sch83b, Sch84c, Sch84b, Sch84c, Sch85a, Sch85b, Sch86, Sch87, Sch88a, Sch88b, Sch89a, Sch89b]. Bibliometric [CGH+88, CIM86, GR88, Moe89, Vin88b, Yut86, AG85, Kin88, Law86, LKO80, Lev86, MBFV85a, MBFV85b, NV87b, NZDD89, NV89, Nor87, Ono88, PCJ88, RL85, Sen86a, Tod89, Vin88a, Woo88]. Bibliometrics [PT88, SK86, Bro87, Hje82, Kry88, Per86, St87]. bibliometry [Kea91]. big [AG85, CM85, Gar85, IM85, PK87]. biochemical [Gup89, Mar81b]. biochemistry [Sen86a]. biologists [She82]. biology [BN82, Nor87]. biomedical [Chr85, Coh80, Coh81, MC85]. biophysical [Sen85]. biotechnologists [Ned88]. biotechnology [RC84]. Board [Ano82a].

Bonitz [OV89b]. Book [Bro88, BN84, Bru81, EM83a, GMS84, Gr81, HFG82, Inh81, IS82, Jac87, KS89a, KDR87, LM88, Mc81, ML80, MM81, MPMG82, Mor83, MM85, Mor85c, Mor88, MM86, MFH+83, RMD86, SM83, SMR84, SZTB84, YT89].

Bradford [Bon80, CL87, Eto84, EC87, Eto88, KLC84, Mor81, Nar89, PL86, Sen89b].

Braun [Sim86b]. Braun [Ano87b, Mor87c]. Brazilian [Mor87a].

Britain [Kea91]. British [BGS89a, CGH+88, Pav88, RM81].

calculation [BdSP81, Egg87]. Call [Ano81a, Ano81b, Ano81c, Ano81d, Ano81e]. can [Vel87]. Canada [CF82, Bin81]. Canadian [RM81]. cancer [Luu89]. Candolle [Sza85].


characteristic [SG87]. characteristics [Mor81]. characterizing [Vin88c]. charts [BGS89c, SB86a]. Chemistry [Ste82, BN82, BGS87b, BGS88b, DNW80, Gua86, NV89, PP85, SZTB84, ZSB82a]. Chinese [FN87].

Choosing [Dan87]. Citation [Ave85, De 87, Gre83, Gre84, Hai82a, Mar81a, MT89, Mid83, Nad81, NV87a, Pin80, SG80, SS85, Vla85, Yan81, ZSB82a, Zuc87, AM89, BGS87c, BGS87b, BGS87a, BGS88c, BGS88b, BGS88a, BGS89b, BGS89c, BGS89d, CC82, CG80, DNW80, FHR81, Gar85, Hje82, Lan85, Ley87a, Ley89b, Lin89, Luu89, MG89, MvR86, Ned85, NR88, Per83b,

facility [Sen86b]. factor [SE82]. Factors [LPP +86, Bon85, Gro89, MBVF85a]. Facts [MM87, BGS87c, BGS87b, BGS87a, BGS88c, BGS88b, BGS88a, BGS89a, BGS90c]. features [Vin88b]. field [BdSP81, DD82, KL89, LKO80, MBVF85a, RMM87, SGB87, Sen86a, Sen89d, Sit87, Sza85, Tod89, VP89, Van89b]. fields [MBVF85a]. figures [BG87c, BGS87b, BGS88c, BGS88b, BGS88a, BGS89a, BGS90c]. film [DD82]. finance [Mor86b]. firms [DL85, Eto84]. first [Coz89, Mor85a, RRJ83, Sni84, Swa85]. fisheries [BJ83, BJ84]. flow [Bal86, DD82]. flows [LD86, LD87]. Forecasting [Raj89]. foreign [Hai82a, SW83]. form [Mok89]. Formal [TA86]. formula [Sen89d]. formulation [GS85]. four [DE89, Hef81, Hur81, Lyo80]. frames [Ley86]. framework [Lea85]. Francis [Ano89a, Van89a]. frequency [Hub81, Ono88, Plo89]. fresh [HS89]. fresh-water [HS89]. fuel [SK86]. fuels [Hai87]. function [Coh80, Coh81, Ono88, Qur84]. fundamental [Yab80]. Funded [Hef81, Kea91]. funding [Poi84]. funds [JKW87]. Further [Lin82, LM82a]. future [AH85, IM85]. Fuzzy [D889, Kun88b].


Nalimov [Ano88b, Ano89b, Gra89a]. Narin [Ano89a, Van89a]. nation [BdSP81]. National [BG89b, BN82, HS89, KM80, Ley89b, MVL85, PP85, ST86, CF82]. nations [Ned88]. natural [Hai89, MCG88]. nature [Hai83, KAA+88, BG89b]. negotiation [JKW87]. NERC [Mcg88]. Netherlands [Le 80, vHvL83]. nets [TA86]. network [Cou89, Kor89b]. networks [Dor85, Dor87, Mar81a, SBN84]. neuroscience [Sen89c]. newest [BG89b, BG88b, BGS88a, BGS89c]. News [Ano88a, Bal83, FB80a, FB80b, FB80c, Far80a, Far80b, Far81a, Far81b, Far81c, Far81d, Far81e, Far82a, Far82b, Far82c, Far82d, Far82e, Far83a, Far83b, Far83c, Far83d, Far83e, Far84a, Far84b, Far84c, Far84d, Far84e, Far85a, Far85b, Far85c, Far85d, Far86a, Far86b, Far86c, Far86d, Far86e, Far86f, Far87a, Far87b, Far87c, Far87d, Far87e, Far87f, Far88a, Far88b, Far88c, Far88d, Far88e, Far89b, Far89c, Far89a, Far89d, Far89e, Ste81]. niche [Pur89]. Nigeria [Gup87, Gup89]. Nigerian [Ada81, Ehi88]. nomination [GG88]. Non [PABK88, DE89, Hai83, Hai86a, Hai86b, Yab85]. non-additivity [Hai86a, Hai86b]. Non-citation [PABK88]. non-Gaussian [Hai83, Yab85]. Nordic [Luu89]. normal [She80]. note [ER88, Has81, Mal81, Sen89b, SB86b]. Notes [ZM80a]. nuclear [Hal87, Tro87]. Numbers [LR84, Ley89b].
objectives [Ano84d], obliteration [Oro87]. Observations [MvR86, Sni84]. Obsolescence [Mar85], ocean [CIM86]. oeuvre [MvR86]. old [Ada81, Her88]. One [BGS87c, BGS87b, BGS87a, Lib85]. ones [Per83a]. Online [Per86, Woo88]. Operationalizing [Van89b]. optimal [Dia87]. optimization [Gra89b]. optimum [Han89]. optimum [Han89]. ordinary [NV87b]. ores [Hal87]. Organic [Gua86]. Organization [Lyo80, Poi84, Nas88]. organizational [Gro89]. organizations [Alo85, KM80]. origins [LR84]. Ortega [Mea87, Oro87, CC87, Law87, MM87, NV87a, Oro85, Sni86, Sni87]. other [BN82, vHvVLD83]. Output [Bin81, Van81, BM82, BGS87c, BGS87b, BGS87a, BGS88c, BGS88b, BGS88a, CGH+88, Gro89, Ned85, Okr87, POV86, SZB85, SB86a, SMKG86, SW83, SBN4, VJL89].

[Swa85, Ada81, AG85]. present [CM81]. present-day [CM81].

presentation [Mor85a]. Price [Ano85a, Ano85b, Ano87a, Ano87b, Ano88b, Ano89a, Ano89b, Fra87, GS85, Gra89a, Mor85a, Mor87c, Van88, Van89a, Ano84c, Coz85, Egg87, Gar85, GS85, Gra89b, Mar85, Moe89]. 

primary [Hai89]. printed [VJL89]. problem [Hur81, Van89b, Zuc87]. Problems [Hai86a, Hai86b, FHRN81, Mot89, Pav85, Pok80]. process [Kre87, Lin88, Mor82, SDH82]. processes [Pru88]. producer [Kea91].

production [Dav83, Gor80, Pok80]. Productivity [Kyy89, Dia84, Dia87, GR88, Gup87, Hub81, KM80, Kre85, Lea85, LM82b, MG86, Okr87, OV89a, RM81, Sen86b, SCH89, VD87a, VD87b, Yab80, Yan82]. professional [KM80, NG89]. 

professions [She80]. professors [RMP83]. profile [BM83]. profiles [CGH88, programme [GG88], programs [Ami85, Ned88], progress [PCJ88], projects [Ano82b], Prolific [Lev86], properties [SE82], proposed [Sen89b], prospects [IM85], protein [CIM86]. psychological [LvE81]. psychology [SE82]. public [LC80].

Publication [Coh80, Coh81, KM80, Man80b, Qur84, ST86, BS87c, BS87b, BS87a, BS86c, BS88c, BS88b, BS88a, BS89b, BS89c, BS89d, Cre88, Gor80, Has81, Ned88, Rou87, SB86a, Vin88c, Yan82]. publications [DH89, Gil89, Ley89b, SG83, Vin86, Vin88c, Vla85, vRH87]. Publish [Luu89]. published [SDH82]. publishing [MC85, SB81]. Pulp [Bin81]. purposes [Vin88a].

Qualitative [Cou89, PL86, Ley89a, SE82]. Quality [Shr85, Law86, LR84, Lin89]. Quantitative [DH89, Fra84b, HIM88, PK87, Sch83a, Sch83b, Sch83c, TZ884, Sch84a, Sch84b, Sch84c, Sch85a, Sch85b, Sch86, Sch87, Sch88a, Sch88b, Sch89a, Sch89b, Ami85, AM89, Cou89, Dav83, Hai86a, Hai86b, Meg88, Por88, Rai83, She82, Vin87]. quantum [Hur81].

Quasi [TDV87, Vin87]. Quasi-correspondence [TDV87]. quasi-quantitative [Vin87]. queries [ZM80a]. questions [Mor87b]. quick [NR88].


re-examination [Sni86]. real [GG88]. real-time [GG88]. reality [Cre88]. reassessment [Gor80, Kea91]. recently [Sen89b]. recipient [Fra87, Gra89a, Mor87c, Van88, Van89a]. recipients [Sni84]. recognized [KCB82]. 

related [Per83b]. relation [SMKG86]. relational [BGS89c, SB86a]. relations [Gor80, Ley89a]. relationship [Ave85, POV86]. relationships [VD87a, VD87b]. Relative [SB86a, BGS87c, BGS87b, BGS87a, BGS88c, BGS88b, BGS88a, BGS89c, Vin86, Vin88c]. reliability [Plo89, RBBH89, SG83]. report [BS82]. Representing [Kre83b].

representing [Tod89]. reprint [Swa88]. Reputation [Cre88]. request [Swa88]. rerank [Sen86a, Sen89d]. Research [Bia87, CF82, Col88, Mcg88, RM81, ABT88, Ami85, Ano82b, Bal85a, BCC89, Bin81, Bow80, CGH88, Coh80, Coh81, Cre88, CIMA86, Dan87, Dia84, Dia87, DT85, FN87, Gra89b, Gu86, Gu88, Gup87, Hal87, He81, Her88, JSCL82, JKW87, JNR86, Koe82, Kor89b, Kre85, Kre87, Lan86, LBCW88, Law86, Lea85, LD86, Luu89, MCM5, MvR86, Moe89, Mor89a, Mor87a, Mor89b, NM86, Nkr85, Okr87, Per86, Pin80, Poi84, Por88, PC85, Pou89, PNN87, Rie80, RLM83, RMR83, SR89, SB81, SZB85, SGB87, Sen86a, Sen86b, SMKG86, SK89, SG86, TK81, VJL89, Van81, Vel87]. researchers [RMM87]. resources [CF82]. restraint [Hol84]. resulting [EM83b]. results [Bon85, DD82, Mor87a, Vel87]. revenue [RM81]. review [BCC89, Lin88, NV87d, SZTB84, SD82]. Reviews [KS89a, Bro88, BN84, Bru81, EM83a, GMS84, GRI81, HFG82, Inh81, IS82, JAC87, KDYR87, LM88, McA81, ML80, MM81, MPMG82, Mor83, MM85, Mor85c, Mor88, NM86, RFE88, RMD86, SM83, SMR84, SZTB84, Y89]. revised [Dor87]. revisited [CM85, IM89]. revolution [Gre83, Gre84]. revolutionary [She80]. rewarding [Lea85]. rhetoric [Coz89].

Hai86b, Han89, HMM88, HZ84, HG85, Hub81, Hur84, IM89, Kea91, KCB82, Kot87, Kre87, Kuh80, LBCW88, Law86, Ley89b, Lyo80, Mal89, Mal81, Man80b, MG86, MGAFA87, Mor82, NV87b, Okr87, Plo89, PCJ88, PABK88, Rou87, SG83, ST86, Sha81, SMKG86, Sim80, Swa88, Tod84, Tod89, VD87a, VD87b, VP89, Vin86, Vin88b, Vla85, Yab80, Yam89, Yan81, Yut86, vRH87. scientifically [Vel86]. scientist [Bon80, HG85, Lea85, PCJ88]. Scientists [Nal87, Alo85, CCM88, Dia84, Dia87, FHNR81, HG66, LPP86, Lyo84, Ric84]. Scientometric [BS88, CM81, Gup89, Hai80, Mal89, SGB87, SE82, Tro87, Hai82b, Hai82c, Hai82d, Ley89a, Mok89, Nom82a, Pou89, SB81, SG84, Sha89, Ste87, TDV87, Vin88a, Vin88b, de 81a, de 81b]. Scientometrics [Gra89b, Sit87, Coh84, Mor85b, RC84, Sen84, Sza85, Yab85]. score [Vin88c]. scores [SGB87, SE82]. SDI [Bon85]. search [PABK88, Sni87]. second [SDH82]. section [Ste85]. sectors [Dav83]. selection [DL85]. selective [Bon85]. SEPSU [Col88]. serials [Hai82a]. Series [NG86, BJ81, Lyo80, Sim80]. sessions [Lyo80]. set [SGB89]. sets [Rou89]. seventies [JNR86]. Shifting [HG85]. Short [BD87]. Short-run [BD87]. shoulders [Lin87b]. science [Gar85]. significance [AL89, Sma87, Yan81]. significant [Her88]. signs [Rie80]. simulation [Raj89]. simulations [Sim86a]. simultaneous [Nom82b]. since [Kea91]. Singapore [AG85]. single [ABT88, Bon80, Dia85, SB86b]. single-authored [Dia85]. site [DL85]. Situation [vHvVLD83]. Six [MGFA87, CCM88, NK88, Ned88, PNN87]. size [Ada81, Coh80, Coh81, Kre85, Pav88, Qur84, SZB85]. skew [EM83b, SG84]. small [AG85, Ano88b, Van88]. social [Chu85, Gri84, HG85, Kre88b, LvE81, Mor82, NZDD89, Per83b, Pok80, Rie80, TK81]. social-psychological [LvE81]. socio [Ano84d, BS88, Pur89]. socio-cultural [Pur89]. socio-economic [Ano84d, BS88]. sociology [Oro81, Oro85, Per83a, Sni84]. Solla [Ano84c, Ano85a, Ano85b, Ano87a, Ano87b, Ano88b, Ano89a, Ano89b, Fra87, Gar85, Gra89a, Mor85a, Mor87c, Van88, Van89a]. Some [BG88d, FHNR81, Kid88, Law86, LvE81, Pok80, Por88, SB81, Sim86a, SDH82, Sni84, BN82, Vin86, Vin88b, Van82, BG89a]. source [Sen89a]. sources [Hai82a, LPP86, Vla85]. South [Pou89]. Soviet [DH89, FP81, Yan82]. space [Nom82b]. span [HG86]. Spanish [MG86, MGAFA87]. speakers [Lyo80]. special [SBN84]. specialization [Ric84]. specialties [Har86, Hur84, KB81]. spectra [Kun87]. square [GS85, Nom82a, de 81b]. Stable [Yab85]. standing [Dor85, Dor87]. state [Ehi88]. States [B81, BD87, DL85, LR84, RM81]. Stationary [Hai82b, Hai82c, Hai82d]. Statistical [Coh84, Nar89, Plo89, SG83, SMKG86]. statistics [Fra84a, Mok89, Pav85]. status [NG89]. stimulation [Ned88]. Stochastic [EM83b, Kot87, Ono88]. strategy [Gil89]. stratified [Dor85, Dor87]. strength [ST86]. strengths [MVVL85]. Structural [SBN84]. Structure [Ric84, Kre83b, Kre83a, Kre85, Kre87, LS87, McC83, Pav88, Sit87]. structures [TV89, VP89]. student [FKM81]. students [RMM87]. studies
REFERENCES

[Ste87, BJ83, BJ84, BCC89, GG88, Kin88, RL85, SW83]. usefulness [NZDD89]. Using [Coz85, Lin89, Rou87, Mor89a, SS85, SSG85, SBN84]. USSR [Hai80]. utility [Has81]. utilization [Flo88].

V [Gra89a]. V. [Gra89a]. valid [Lin89]. validation [NV89]. validity [CC82, RBBH89, SH83]. value [Dia85, LR84]. values [BM86, Mok89]. variables [Hai89]. Various [Ley87b]. Vasilevich [Ano88b, Ano89b]. Vasilij [Ano88b, Ano89b]. Velho [Mor87a]. verification [EM83b]. version [BGS87c, BGS87b, BGS87a, BGS88c, BGS88b, BGS88a, BGS89c, Nar89]. versus [BS88, Nor87]. veterinary [RMM87]. virology [Kin88]. visible [Luu89, SZTB84]. Vital [Rie80].

Wanner [Sim86b]. war [Sim80]. warfare [BJ81]. Warsaw [Sit87]. wastage [Flo88]. water [HS89]. weaknesses [MVVL85]. weightage [Sen89d].

Weighted [Vin88c]. weights [Tod84]. well [Fra84a]. were [Her88]. where [BR85]. Which [Hai89]. whins [Ano89b]. Who [BR85]. win [Ano88b].

Winning [Lyo84]. wins [Ano88b, Ano87a, Ano87b, Ano89a]. Women [CCM88]. word [LBCW88, RC84, TV89]. work [CCM88, HZ84, Ned85, SK89]. working [Ave85]. World [Ano82b, Mor86b, AG85, CN80, Gor84, Hai84, HG85, Inh84, Mor80, Mor84, Nal84, PS84, BM82].

X [Gie81]. X-ray [Gie81].

Yablonsky [BIM+87]. yearly [Sim80]. years [MGFA87, Tro87].

Zealand [Bal85a]. Zhurnal [Ste85]. Zipf [Kun88b].
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